Diagnosis of drug-induced skin reactions: a future role for computer-aided systems?
The diagnosis of drug-induced hypersensitivity reactions is a common clinical challenge and the skin is considered a signal organ for a large percentage of these reactions. In order to assure clinical improvement of the patient, nondermatologists in primary or intensive care settings attending to patients receiving several drugs are often confronted with the need for an immediate decision which drug to stop and which drug to continue. As reliable allergological tests are missing for most drugs and are not available for immediate interventions, computer-aided diagnostic systems might be of assistance. This review highlights the evolution of automated diagnostic aides in dermatology, emphasizes prerequisites for the development of appropriate computational algorithms and discusses the specific requirements and chances for the development of computer-aided diagnostic systems as a supportive approach in the diagnosis of culprit drugs for putative drug-induced hypersensitivity reactions. As complex computational algorithms have to be created integrating both image and data analysis, the development of a computer-aided system for supporting nondermatologists in the diagnosis of drug-related hypersensitivity reactions is an ambitious task but might represent an achievable goal for the medium-term future.